Metal-lined semiconductor nanotubes for surface plasmon-mediated luminescence enhancement.
Highly efficient solid-state light-emitting devices require semiconductor architectures equipped with high quantum efficiency and integratability on conductive substrates. Surface plasmon (SP)-mediated luminescence enhancement has been considered as one of the most promising solutions, because SP resonance can greatly improve the radiative recombination rate and be achieved using metal entities compatible with the electrode fabrication process. Nevertheless, metal/semiconductor heterostructures have had several fabrication-compatible issues due to metal as a potential contaminant of the semiconductor. We present here a simple fabrication scheme for a metal-lined semiconductor nanotube heterostructure, in which a metal layer is selectively formed on the inner wall of the semiconductor nanotube. The Ag-lining process in a ZnO nanotube resulted in 7.5-fold enhancement of the photoluminescence intensity at 11 K. This SP fabrication technique looks promising for highly efficient solid-state lighting based on semiconductor nanostructures without detrimental effects.